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Q1.  

Video Black Out need: Please confirm this request is for a button on the touch panel.  

Answer: Yes 

Q2.  

Personius Recording studio: Is the existing system intended to be used? What software are you 
referencing? We see a request for USB Audio mixed input please clarify.  

Answer: We have not decided if we will change the court reporter backup software.  We are currently 
using VIQ Capture Pro. The new AV system must work with the current software.  The USB Audio 
mixed input is to feed the court reporter backup software.  

Q3.  

Sound masking engine: Who needs to control the masking? Judge? Clerk? Wall control? Do you 
need real time control of this or is it always on? 

Answer: It should be controlled by the judge and should be real time control. 

 Q4.  

Witness Stand Monitor: What content will show on this (Dedicated PC output? Evidence Content? 
Document Camera? Who selects it and where?) 

Answer: We need the ability to show all content.  The judge will control via their touch panel. 

 Q5.  

Press box: How many outputs are needed on this plate? 

Answer: 4 

 Q6. 

 Assuming client will provide all network connections from IT Racks to AV Racks. Please confirm.  

Answer: Yes 

Q7.  



Will these courtrooms need assistive listening added for compliance? 

Answer: Yes 

 Q8.  

Spec calls for Speaker arrays behind Judge. This would require cutting into the wood and there does 
not appear to be a path either. Would you like us to provide recommended audio approach in lieu of 
the arrays?  

Answer: Yes 

Q9.  

Courtroom 1C: Will we need to remove the projector and pole, or will it be reused as another display 
output in the room? 

Answer: Yes, the projector and pole will need to be removed and will not be reused. 

Q10.  

Courtroom 1C AV Rack room: The rack was not easy to access due to door, Will this door be 
removed prior to site work? 

Answer: Yes 

       
 
Prime Bidders/Proposers acknowledge the receipt of this Addendum by inserting the number 
and date in the appropriate position on the Proposal Form.  Failure to do so may subject the 
Bidder/Proposer to disqualification.  This Addendum is a part of the Contract Documents.  It 
modifies them as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 

**END** 


